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Gulliver's Travels Under the shadow of the Mountain Man is a chamber opera for 
shadow theater inspired on Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift, with original music by 
Bruno Moretti and text by Rosa Mogliasso, suitable for all public from 5 years. 
 
It was presented at the Teatro Verdi in Florence for the Orchestra Regionale Toscana 
2011 season. The visual performance is a free adaptation of the novel by Swift 
entrusted to the world of shadows: an actor/singer playing Gulliver recounts the most 
incredible episodes of his journey, conversing with a female voice from time to time 
princess, goddess of Fortune, Minister of Lilliput and so on, while the piano 
accompanies, stresses and jokes with the narrators/singers. 
 
Lemuel Gulliver, a physician and traveler, has decided to leave the human world , and 
the question is why ... So begins the story backwards in time. Short of money he 
decided to embark on, but a storm in the Indian Ocean pushed him , shipwrecked on 
the shores of an unknown country: Lilliput, inhabited by a race of tiny men ... 
 
Not only the difference in size and surprising, also habits and customs. Thus 
Gulliver´s amazed and amused look takes the viewer towards a different way of 
looking at, and judge Man and Society, with an anthropological perspective sometime 



comic sometime serious, which in turn unleashes unexpected and poetic images . And 
from Lilliput forward everything will be a surprise... 
 
Gulliver in the land of shadows and music 
 
Now epic now trivial, humorous and sentimental, Gulliver's journey never ceases to 
fascinate. Hero gullible and bold, and is ideal for both the world of images and the 
world of sounds. The story of Gulliver is made from memories that appear and 
evaporate, enlarge and reduce exactly like the imaginative and ephemeral world of 
the Shadow Theatre: the land of Lilliput and that of Brobdignac, the Yahoo and the 
horses in the world of shadows become together strong and magic presences. 
The story of Gulliver seems made on purpose also for the music, for immaterial 
excellence, which through a game of minuets, gavotte, sarabande or overwhelming 
waltzer give voice to the memories, now with nostalgia, now with fun, now with 
passion now with reckless audacity. 
 
The show is presented in several musical versions : 
 
• with soloists and orchestra ( Florence, January 2011) 
• soloists and piano ( Turin , October 2013 ) 
• with soloists and ensemble (in preparation for Switzerland, November 2014 ) 
 
 


